The Java language incurs a runtime overhead for exception checks and object accesses without an interior pointer in order to ensure safety. It also requires type inclusion test, dynamic class loading, and dynamic method calls in order to ensure flexibility. A "JustIn-Time" (JIT) compiler generates native code from Java byte code at runtime. It must improve the runtime performance without compromising the safety and flexibility of the Java language. We designed and implemented effective optimizations for the JIT compiler, such as exception check elimination, common subexpression elimination, simple type inclusion test, method inlining, and resolution of dynamic method call. We evaluate the performance benefits of these optimizations based on various statistics collected using SPECjvm98 and two JavaSoft applications with byte code sizes ranging from 20000 to 280000 bytes. Each optimization contributes to an improvement in the performance of the programs.
Introduction
Java [I] is a popular object-oriented programming language suitable for writing programs that can be distributed and reused on multiple platforms. Java is excellent because of safety, flexibility, and reusability. The safety is achieved by introducing exception checks and disallowing interior object pointers. The flexibility and reusability are achieved by supporting dynamic class loading and dynamic method call. As in typical object-oriented programs, there are many small methods, and calls without method lookup to find the target method, which we call static method call, occur frequently. This prevents intra-procedural optimizations by a compiler. The programs also include calls for virtual and interface methods with method lookup to find the target method, which we call dynamic method call. Furthermore, to ensure safety, Java contains runtime overheads, such as type inclusion tests and exception checks for accesses to arrays and instance variables.
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Time" (JIT) compilation model. The static compilation translates Java byte code [2] into native code before the start of program execution, and thus the compilation overhead can be ignored at runtime. Therefore, it can use expensive optimizations. On the other hand, it does not support dynamic class loading, and does not take advantage of Java that supports the flexibility and reusability of a program. The JIT compiler translates the byte code into native code when a new method is invoked at runtime. It allows classes to be loaded dynamically. On the other hand, the overall execution time of the program must include the JIT compilation time, and thus the JIT compiler must be much more efficient in both time and space than the static compiler.
In this paper, we present optimizations we developed to reduce various runtime overheads of the Java language without compromising safety and flexibility. Exception check elimination and lightweight exception checking reduce the overhead of exception checks, which are frequently executed in Java programs. Common subexpression elimination reduces the overhead of accesses to arrays and instance variables. Our type inclusion test has a simpler method than previous approaches. Inlining of static method call increases the opportunity for other optimizations. Resolving dynamic method call using our class hierarchy analysis (CHA) is a new approach to reducing the overhead of dynamic method call in the sense that we adapted CHA to dynamic class loading. It also allows dynamic methods to be inlined, to increase the opportunity for other optimizations.
We validate our approach on the basis of various statistics collected by running several large Java programs. We evaluate each optimization by turning off one by one. All the evaluations are carried out using the Java JIT compiler for the PowerPC architecture on AIX, whose product version has been shipped with JDK I. 1.6 for AIX 4.3.2 [3] with the "Java Compatible" logo.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the JIT compiler. Section 3 describes optimizations to reduce the overhead of accesses to arrays and instance variables. Section 4 describes the implementation of type inclusion test. Section 5 describes how to reduce the overhead of static and dynamic method calls. Section 6 gives experimental results with statistics and performance data. Section 7 summarizes related work. Section 8 outlines our conclusions.
Overview
In this section, we outline the structure of the JIT compiler as shown in Figure I . It translates the byte code into native code in six phases. First, it constructs the basic blocks and loop structure from the byte code. Next, it applies method inlining to both static and dynamic method calls. Inlining of dynamic method call is applied using our class hierarchy analysis. The JIT compiler then applies exception check elimination, as well as other optimizations :juch as constant propagation and dead code elimination. After that, it applies common subexpression elimination to reduce the number of accesses to arrays and instance variables. We note here that we extended the byte code to represent an object's interior pointer for improving consecutive array accesses.
Next, the JIT compiler maps each stack operand to either a logical integer or floating-point register, and counts the numbers of uses of local variables in each region of a program. The regions are also decided based on the loop structure in this phase. Finally, it generates native code from the byte code along with a physical register allocator. Since the JIT compiler requires fast compilation, expensive register allocation algorithms, such as graph coloring, cannot be used. Instead, it uses a simple and fast algorithm to allocate registers without an extra phase. In each region, frequently used local variables are allocated to physical registers. The remaining registers are used for the stack operands used in computation. If the code generator requires a new register but no registers are available, the register allocator finds the least recently used register that can be used, to avoid expensive computation for searching spill candidates. Live information on local variables, obtained from data flow analysis, is also used to avoid generation of inefficient spill code. Many exceptions may be thrown from various causes in Java programs. An access to an array or an instance variable frequently causes an explicit exception check at runtime. An access with a null object causes a null-pointer exception. An access to an array with an out-of-bounds index causes an array-bounds exception.
In a typical implementation of a multi-dirnensional array in Java, to generate a target effective address requires multiple array references and array-bound checks for each dimension, which requires more expensive implementation in Java than in C or Fortran. The implementation of access to an instance variable is also more expensive than that of access to a local variable, since a local variable can be allocated to a physical register.
In this section, we describe three optimizations: exception check elimination, lightweight exception checking, and common subexpression elimination.
Exception Check Elimination
The JIT compiler can eliminate null-pointer and array-bounds checks, if it can prove that the access is always valid or that the exception check has already been tested. The JIT compiler has to generate the code for explicit null-pointer checks because AIX permits to read address 0 for a speculative load. It eliminates nullpointer checks by solving a data flow equation.
To eliminate array-bounds checks efficiently, we developed a new algorithm by extending the elimination phase in Gupta's algorithm [4] . It propagates the information of checked exceptions forward and backward, using data flow analysis. Our algorithm computes the exact range of the checked index set by adding a constant to the index variable, an operation treated as kill [5] by the previous algorithm. Therefore, exact information on the checked exceptions can be propagated to the successor statements. Furthermore, our algorithm can also eliminate the checks of array accesses with a constant index, which cannot be eliminated by the previous algorithm. In short, our algorithm extends the capability for eliminating array-bounds checks. We give an example in Example I. The exception checks for bold references are eliminated by both algorithms. The exception checks for italic references can be eliminated only by our algorithm. 
Lightweight Exception Checking
Even after application of the above algorithm, many exception checks could remain. Therefore, we developed lightweight exception checking to reduce the overhead of runtime checks.
The PowerPC architecture provides a trap instruction to execute compare and branch to the handler, and this instruction requires only one cycle if it is not taken. To use the instruction, the handler must identify the cause of an exception in the handler. The exception checks are executed frequently, but they seldom throw an exception. If a register is used to identify the cause of an exception, the assignment for a rarely-thrown exception becomes an overhead on a critical execution path. Therefore, the JIT compiler generates only a trap instruction with a uniquely encoded condition corresponding to the cause of an exception. If an exception occurs, the trap instruction is decoded to identify the cause of an exception in the handler. The handler can tell from the instruction what exception has occurred. We give an example of generated native code in Example 2. Here, three trap instructions (tw and twi) are generated for three different conditions without register assignments to identify the cause of each exception. 
Common Subexpression Elimination
To reduce the overhead of array accesses, the JIT compiler applies two techniques for global common subexpression elimination (CSE). One is scalar replacement of array elements. The other is the improvement for consecutive array accesses using an interior pointer. The former generates a temporary local variable for array element and replaces the same array element accesses with the local variable only if the array object and the index variable are not updated in a loop. The latter introduces an instruction for an effective address generation, commonly used by consecutive array accesses. In either case, the code will be moved out of the loop if it is a loop invariant. These techniques are applied only to the loop, since value numbering [S] is too expensive. For a garbage collection, the top pointer of the object must be kept in the memory or register. Because CSE generates an interior pointer of an object and the garbage collector does not scan an interior pointer of an object.
To reduce accesses to instance variables, the JIT compiler uses partial redundancy elimination [6, 71. It eliminates redundant accesses in a method by moving invariant accesses out of loops and by eliminating identical accesses that are performed more than once on any execution path. The instance variable moved out of loops can be mapped to a local variable, which can be allocated to a physical register.
We give an example of CSE in Example 3. We introduce C notation to represent an interior pointer of an object. The bold local variables are generated by each optimization. First, the accesses to the instance variable 'a' are moved out of the loop and are replaced with the local variable 'la'. Finally, the accesses to the arrays 'la [i] ' and 'la [ i+l] ' are replaced with accesses using interior pointer '* iao'.
The references to 'la [ il ' and 'la [i+l] ' are also replaced with the local variables 'iv0' and 'ivl' by scalar replacement. Consequently, there are only one access to the instance variable and four accesses to the array.
For correct and effective array bound check, the JIT generates the code for array-bounds checks between i and i+l for original references to 'lali]' and 'la [i+ll' at '*iaO=&la[il' in the example. It can reduce the number of array-bounds checks from six times in the original code to two times. Example 4: Pseudo-code of a Simple Type Inclusion Test
The first case checks whether the referenced object (from) is NULL. The second case checks whether the class of the referenced object is identical to the class of the operand expression (Type). The third case checks whether the class cached by the latest comparison in the referenced object is identical to the class of the operand expression. These three checks can avoid overhead of the expensive test, since each takes only two or three machine instructions. If all of these tests fail, then the C runtime library is executed for traversing a linked list of the class hierarchy. Its cost is higher than the first three cases. This simple implementation is effective, as will be shown in Section 6.3.
Optimization for Method Call
In this section, we describe two optimizations of method calls: first, inlining of static method calls. Secondly, and then resolution of dynamic method calls.
Inlining of Static Method Call
In object-oriented languages, a typical program has smaller methods and method calls occur frequently. Futhermore, the constructor is invoked with the creation of a new class. Therefore, the JIT compiler inlines small methods to reduce the number of static method calls. The JIT compiler also optimizes tail recursion and recursive call. It replaces a tail recursion with a branch to the beginning of the method, and it expands the body of the method once when a recursive call is detected.
Resolution of Dynamic Method Call
In the object-oriented language, dynamic method call is an important feature for its flexibility, and thus it is used frequently. On the other hand, it penalizes the performance of the program because of the overhead of method lookup. Many techniques for resolving this performance problem, such as type prediction [ 10, I I] and polymorphic inline cache [ 121, have been proposed. However, they incur overheads by requiring an additional runtime test. In our JIT compiler, we chose class hierarchy analysis (CHA) [l3, 141 to improve the performance of dynamic method call. We will discuss the choice in more detail in Section 7.
CHA determines a set of possible targets of a dynamic method call by combining a static type of object with the class hierarchy of a program. If it can be determined that there is no overridden method, the original dynamic method call can be replaced with the static method call at compile time and can be executed without method lookup. Previously, CHA has been investigated and implemented for the languages supporting static class loading, in which the class hierarchy does not change at runtime. Java supports dynamic class loading, in which the class hierarchy may change in the future. To our knowledge, CHA has not yet been implemented for any language that supports dynamic class loading.
We adapted CHA to dynamic class load.ing. If class loading overrides a method that has not been overridden, the static method call must be replaced back with the original dynamic method call. Since Java is an explicitly multi-threaded language, all optimizations must be thread-safe. That is, the code must be modified atomically by rewriting only one instruction. We implemented this atomic updating as shown in Example 5. In the example, we assume the object layout that combines the class instance data and the header such as Caffeine [ 151 so that three load instructions are required to get the address of a compiled code.
At compile time, the top address of the dynamic method call sequence is recorded. The address is tilled with a call instruction to call a method statically. When the method is not yet overridden in the left column in Example 5, the itulic code sequence for the dynamic method call is not executed at: all. When the method is overridden by dynamic class loading, the call instruction in the address is replaced with a jmp instruction to the dynamic method call by the class loader. Consequently, the code sequence for the dynamic method call is now executed. The JIT compiler also uses Java provides an interface for implementation of multiple inheritance. The JIT compiler also opttmizes an interface call by replacing it with a virtual call. If CHA finds that only one class implements an interface class, a virtual call with a single method lookup can be generated using the implementation class as a static type. Furthermore, if the target method is not overridden through the implementation class hierarchy, the JIT compiler can replace the interface call with a static method call. This optimization is much more efficient than a naive implementation of an interface call, which requires a loop to search for an implementation class.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of individual optimizations such as exception check elimination, simple type inclusion test, common subexpression elimination, inlining of static method call, and resolution of dynamic method call. We used nine Java programs, seven of which (compress, jess, raytrace (a body of mtrt), db, j avac, mpegaudio, and jack) are benchmarks in SPECjvm98 [ 161. The other two (hotj ava and swing)
are applications with GUIs released by JavaSoft. SPECjvm98 are executed with size 'I 00'. Therefore, the results do not follow the official SPEC rules. HotJava is executed with an access a web page with an applet and GIF data. Swing is executed with clicks to all tabs. All the measurements were taken on an IBM RISC System 6000 Model 7043-140 (containing a 332-MHz PowerPC 604e with 5 I2 MB of RAM) running AIX 4.3. I. Table 1 shows the static characteristics of the class files for each program at compile time. It is proved that our exception check elimination is very effective, especially for null-pointer checks, of which it eliminates an average of 60%. It is quite effective for array-bound checks, of which it eliminates 53%, particularly for znpegaudio.
Benchmarks

Exception Check Elimination
Checks ( Figure 3 shows the distribution of object types in type inclusion test at runtime. Same indicates the case in which the class of the referenced object is identical to the class of the operand expression. Null indicates the case in which the referenced object is NULL. Cache indicates the case in which the class cached by the latest comparison in the referenced object is identical to the class of the operand expression. These three cases are processed by which a class
Others indihierarchy must be traversed to determine the result. cates the case in which the class of the reference object or operand expression is either interface or array type. These two cases are orocessed in the C runtime librarv.
Same, null, and cache account for an average of 91% of tests in the programs. The result shows that our simple implementation of inlined test code is effective for the Java environment. shows the number of accesses to arrays. The striped bar shows the number of array accesses using interior pointers.
Our CSE is effective except for raytrace. The elimination of accesses to instance variables is more effective than that of accesses to arrays. Scalar replacement of array accesses is particularly effective for mpegaudio, in which 25% of accesses are eliminated. Array access using an interior pointer is effective for db, in which 14% of the accesses are used. It optimizes array accesses to swap array elements in the shell sort. lnlining is particularly effective for compress and raytrace. An average of 50% of static method calls are eliminated, further increasing opportunities for other optimizations. In all programs, there is a drastic reduction in the number of calls for the constructor.
Common Subexpression Elimination
Resolution of Dynamic Method Call
The performance in resolving dynamic method call using class hierarchy analysis (CHA) is shown in Figure 6 (for statistics on call sites at compile time) and Figure 7 (for statistics on calls at calls. The three types of striped bars represent the cases in which dynamic method calls are replaced with static method calls or inlinings. The other three types of bars represent the cases in which dynamic method calls are not resolved by CHA. The dark doted bars represent call sites or calls are dynamically monomorphic, but are not resolved by CHA. The black bars represent call sites or calls that are polymorphic. In Figure 6 , white bars represent call sites whose calls are not executed at runtime. In Figure 7 , white bar (Deresolved) represent cases in which dynamic method call or inlining with method lookup. The static method call or inlining resolved by CHA are replaced by them at runtime. Figure 7 shows that CHA is highly effective, since it resolved an average of 85% of dynamic method calls or inlinings for three out of nine programs. Furthermore, it resolved an average of 40% for all of the other programs, except for compress. In compress, the unresolved methods do not affect the performance, since many static calls for the kernel routines that use final classes occur. The optimization for interface call is also effective for db, since the class of the interface class, is used very frequently. The results ingly monomorphic. Therefore, we still have an enough room to improve the performance in the four programs.
Since we have adapted CHA to dynamic class loading, a static method call may be replaced back with a dynamic method call by overriding the target method when a class is loaded dynamically. For inlining of dynamic method call, method lookup may be also required. In our experiment, the numbers of replaced sites are 216 remarkably. The overhead of replacing the code is small.
Performance
We measured the execution time of seven of the programs, since the two other programs were difficult to measure because of their interactive nature. Type inclusion test [8, 91 has been investigated for efficient type conformance test in an object-oriented language. In previous researches, the class hierarchy was encoded in a small table, so that it could be tested in a constant time. The table may be reconstructed in the future by dynamic class loading. To avoid the time and space overhead, we investigated the behavior of type inclusion test in Java. The results show that simple checks with the cache of the referenced object account for an average of 91% of tests. Therefore, we chose the simple implementation.
Polymorphic inline cache (PIC) [ 121 has been proposed as means of reducing the overhead of polymorphic method call. PIC compiles a dynamic method call as though it was being inlined into the context of the caller. The call site is patched to jump to a stub that conditionally executes the inlined code on the basis of the types of an object. Type prediction [IO, 1 l] has also been proposed, with type analysis for languages supporting dynamic class loading. Type prediction predicts the type of an object, which are called frequently, at compile time. PIC and type prediction introduce a runtime test newly, since they are on the basis of the cache mechanism with memory references. According to the results of simple experiments [20] , type prediction without inlining at 100% accuracy cannot outperform resolution of dynamic method call without inlining. Type prediction with inlining must achieve 90% accuracy to outperform against the resolution without inlining. Finally, nothing can perform the resolution with inlining. In implementations of Java, the cost of dynamic method call is not so different from that of PIC and type prediction.
Class hierarchy analysis (CHA) [13, 141 can replace a dynamic method call with a faster static method call at compile time. It has been investigated and implemented for languages supporting static class loading. To avoid t.he runtime overhead of PIC and type prediction, we developed a version of CHA adapted to dynamic class loading. It allows the JIT compiler to inline dynamic method call without a runtime execution overhead. Inlining increases the opportunity for other optimizations. The experimental results showed the effectiveness of our approach.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented optimizations that we developed for a production JIT compiler to reduce the overhead of the Java language, which supports dynamic class loading without compromising flexibility and safety. We validated our approach on the basis of various statistics collected by running nine large Java programs. We evaluated each optimization by turning off one by one. Finally, by investigating the statistics collected in our experiment, we showed that there are still. some rooms to further improve runtime Java performance.
